
Minutes FSCL Meeting 2023/04/19

Attendees: Opu, Shawon, Urs, Urban, Sven, Marc, Fabian, Max

Minutes: Max

Chairperson: Urs

Urs officially opens the session.

TOP 1   Freshmen/SR-Room
There were a few ideas to acquire new students. Urs writes a welcome email inviting new students to “join” the SR.

We want to put some posters/stickers on the door to let other students know they’re 
welcome in the SR room.

TOP 2   Answering Mails
Max replies to the stuvus jubilee mail

We postpone this topic.

TOP 3   (Team) Events
Grilling planned on 22nd Apr, Pubcrawl on 4th May, International Potluck either on 5th or 6th May. Urs coordinates pub quiz 
organisation with VB and Sofia. 

Grilling event:

The grilling event will start at 2pm.

We buy two crates of beer, one crate of Spezi and provide drinks for 1 Euro each.

Pub quiz:

We have to decide for a prize for the winner(s) of the pub quiz.

International potluck:  

We have to decide on a day (Friday or Saturday). We postpone the decision on stuvus 
application and room reservation.

Urs, Shawon Buy the stuff on Saturday before the grilling event
Shawon Writes a reminder mail with the details
Urs Includes announcement of events in welcome mail
Urban Does the stuvus application for the pub quiz (40+10 Euros for the 

prize)
Urs Does the room reservation for the pub quiz
Urs Does an internal poll on the day for the potluck.



TOP 4   Buying Stuff Abrechnung
Marc did the Abrechnung, but did not receive a response..

We postpone the Abrechnung until Marc receives an answer.

We want to buy a nice pot for the big plant.

Opu Researches how much a nice pot costs
Opu + Urs Urs helps Opu with the stuvus application for the pot

TOP 5   Party in the Pool
There were some complains about parties in the computer pool. We came up with a few ideas (Keeping the door closed 
after 6pm and hanging up posters with “No partying. Close the door after 6pm. Only people related to the institute are 
allowed.”. Marc writes an email to Stefanie with the ideas.

Stefanie replied to the mail. She likes the poster idea. We want to create a poster for that.

Urs officially closes the session. 
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